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Reason why



Context: Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive 
(CSRD) by EU

More companies to report sustainability information in a consistent & comparable manner

ESG District > Reason why 

Standardization 
of disclosures

Digitalization 
(digital tagging)

Sustainability in the 
management report 
becomes mandatory

“I wonder if more reporting is 
the answer. It seemed better to 
offer a summary as well. Who 
else is going to read all that”  

Jan Boone, CEO Lotus Bakeries



Results from our own market research 
There is a need for information

3 out of 4 readers

are interested in the 
approach and strategy to 
sustainability/ESG in 
Belgian companies.

For almost  
3 out of 4 readers

the brevity/length of the 
report prevented them 
from reading (in detail).

4Source: user research De Tijd - L'Echo, n = 550

86% of readers

are interested in a 
summary of the 
sustainability/ESG reports 
of Belgian companies.
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ESG District 
Content-driven innovation 

The solution



ESG District is the go-to content platform 
for everyone who wants to be informed about 
the latest developments in terms of ESG / 
Sustainability and the CSRD 

ESG District collects as many sustainability 
reports as possible and makes them accessible 
through an advanced AI tool 

ESG District makes it possible for Belgian 
companies to bring a strong and trustworthy 
ESG message towards the right stakeholder 
groups. 

The platform was developed with the support 
of native partners: consultant KPMG and largest 
Belgian bank BNP Paribas Fortis.

A platform 
by Trustmedia 
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…that offers the most complete 
overview of where companies and 
organisations active in Belgium 
stand in terms of ESG. 
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ESG District 
Content platform & reports hub

7https://esgdistrict.tijd.be/ & https://esgdistrict.lecho.be/  
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https://esgdistrict.tijd.be/
https://esgdistrict.lecho.be/


ESG District 
powered by a custom developed AI Co-pilot
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Rich dialogue in Dutch & French: 
general questions or report-specific 

Document processing 
Summary of ESG reports 

Single document interaction 
"Can you summarise Solvay's 

plans for greening?“ 
Cross-document interaction 

"How are Belgian companies in 
the chemical industry planning to 
go green in the coming years?"
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AI Co-pilot : overview
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Activation



Campaign 
focus on brand awareness

11The images were generated using AI
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Campaign 
focus on brand awareness

12The images were generated using AI
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Campaign 
tactical
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Results



1/3 
users interacts with AI-copilot

>5.100 
interactions with AI-copilot

Results 
AI-copilot

15Results until 02 May 2024
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1/5 
users clicks through to report



Some examples of questions asked*

16* Anonymised and translated to English for this document
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Summarise 
this report

How do they 
guard against 

discrimination in 
corporate 
culture?

Does this 
company deploy 

technology 
sustainably?

What strategic 
performance 
management 

systems, tools and 
dashboards are in 

place?

What is the 
relationship 

between company 
X and company Y?

What is the 
company's 

environmental 
impact?

Does this company 
work with filtered 
drinking water?What do RTS and 

ESEF stand for?

What is the ESG 
maturity score? 

What are the 
guidelines according to 

the GHG protocol?

SDG stands for ?



Why AMMA award worthy?



Why is ESG District AMMA award worthy?

ESG District provides a strategic response to an actual and urgent market need, as 
demonstrated by research. 

The integrated AI-copilot significantly improves the clarity, comprehensibility, and 
accessibility of sustainability reports.  

This results in wider dissemination and deeper understanding of these reports among 
stakeholders (B2B partners, consumers, investors, employees, job seekers, …).  

This is an unseen development in our market, even internationally. 
Not a DIY AI “gimmick” but a structural investment in a content platform for everyone who 

wants to be informed about the latest developments in terms of ESG / Sustainability and the 
CSRD, and robust AI technology, grounded in a solid business plan until at least 2028. 

No compromises on privacy and ethics given the integration in reputable independent news 
media De Tijd & L’Echo.
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